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Let G be a finite almost simple group with nonabelian simple socle L.
An expression G s AB of G as a product of proper subgroups A and B is
called a factorization of G; we call it a core-free factorization if neither A
nor B contains the socle L, and a maximal factorization if both A and B
w xare maximal in G. In 10 , all maximal factorizations of G which are also
core-free were determined. One application of this result was a classifica-
w xtion of the maximal subgroups of symmetric and alternating groups 9 .
However in other applications, such as the work on curves over finite
w x w xfields in 3 , the result in 10 proved somewhat cumbersome to use. The
reason for this was that a general core-free factorization G s AB cannot
always be embedded in a core-free maximal factorization of G; it could be
the case that the subgroup A is nonmaximal in G, yet all the overgroups of
A in G contain the socle L. In this paper we remedy this problem by
w xextending the result of 10 ; our conclusion is stated in the theorem below.
We believe that this extension makes the result much more easily applica-
ble; indeed, we apply it to obtain the corollary below, which in turn is used
w xin forthcoming work 11 concerning transitive subgroups of arbitrary
primitive groups.
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To state our result, we need to make the following definition. Recall
that a core-free subgroup of G is one which does not contain the socle L.
DEFINITION. Let G be an almost simple group with socle L. For a
subgroup A of G, we write
A maxyG
to mean that A is maximal among core-free subgroups of G. In other
y .words, A max G if and only if all overgroups of A in G contain L. And
we write
A maxqG
to mean that A is both core-free and maximal in G.
To help recall these definitions, the reader might note that maxq
assumes a little more than maximality, while maxy assumes a little less.
Clearly A maxq G implies A maxy G, but not conversely; for example,
y  . q  .S max PGL 7 but S is not max in PGL 7 .4 2 4 2
If G s AB with A, B maxy G, we call the factorization a maxy factor-
q w xization of G; and max factorizations are defined similarly. Thus 10
determines all maxq factorizations of G. Clearly every core-free factoriza-
tion of G lies in a maxy factorization of G. Our main result determines
all maxy factorizations of G.
Given a maxq factorization G s AB, one can obtain maxy factoriza-
tions of certain groups G with G F G F Aut L, of the form G s1 1 1
 .  .   .N A l L N B l L . For example, if G s N G and G sG G 2 Aut L 11 1
 .  .  . y .N A B, then G s N A N B is a max factorization. Our resultG 1 G G2 1 1
states that, with a few specific exceptions, all maxy factorizations are
obtained from maxq factorizations in this way.
THEOREM. Let G be an almost simple group with socle L, and let GsAB
be a maxy factorization of G. Define G*sAL l BL, A*sA l G*,
and B* s B l G*. Then G* s A*B* and this is a maxq factorization of G*
 .unless L, A l L, B l L are as in Table I below.
w xNotation in the table is as in 10 : N is the stabilizer of a nonsingular1
1-space, P and P are the usual parabolic subgroups, and stab V [i i j 1
.V denotes the stabilizer of a pair of complementary subspaces of2 my1
dimensions 1, 2m y 1.
Remark. Each case in Table I does indeed lead to a maxy factorization
which is not obtained as described above from a maxq factorization;
examples are given in the proof of the theorem.
The theorem has the following consequence. Primitive almost simple
groups which possess core-free transitive subgroups are known.
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TABLE I
L A l L B l L
 .   . .  .   ..L q with q y 1, m / 1 stab V [ V N PSp q2 m 1 2 my1 L 2 m
q  .  .   .  :.PV q q odd, m odd N GL q r y 1 N2 m L m 1
q q .  .  .PV 3 V 3 V 3 .28 7 6
q q .  .   4.PV 3 V 2 P i, j g 1, 3, 48 8 i j
q 6 .   4.PV 3 2 . A P i g 1, 3, 48 8 i
M A M12 5 11
COROLLARY. Let G be an almost simple primiti¨ e permutation group on a
set V. Suppose that G has a subgroup which is transiti¨ e on V and does not
 .contain the socle of G. Then the permutation group G, V is known: setting
 .  .  . L s soc G , V is the coset space L: A l L or L: B l L , where L,
. w xA l L, B l L is either as in Table I, or in Tables 1]6 of 10 , or in
w xTheorem D of 10 .
Proof. Let C be the given transitive subgroup. For a g V, we have the
core-free factorization G s G C. Embed C in a maxy subgroup B of G.a
 .  .By the theorem, either G*, G* are given by Table I, or G* s G* B*a a
q w x  U .is a max factorization, hence, given by 10 . In any case, G*, G area
known.
w xIn forthcoming work 11 , we shall extend this corollary to arbitrary
primitive groups G.
Proof of the Theorem. We begin with some preliminary lemmas.
Throughout, G is an almost simple group with socle L.
LEMMA 1. Let A maxyG.
 . qi Either A max G or AL - G.
 . qii A max AL.
 .Proof. i Suppose AL s G. If A F M - G then L Fu M, and hence
M s A since A maxyG. Therefore A maxqG.
 . y yii Since A max G, we have A max AL, so the assertion follows
 .from i .
LEMMA 2. Suppose that G s AB with A, B core-free subgroups of G. Let
G* s AL l BL, A* s A l G*, and B* s B l G*. Then
 .i G* s A*B* and A*L s B*L s G*, and
 . qii either A* max G* or A l L is nonmaximal in L; similarly for B*.
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 .Proof. i If x g G*, then x s ab s a l s b l with a, a g A, b, b1 1 1 2 1 1
g B, and l , l g L. Then ay1a s l by1 g A l BL s A*, and also a s1 2 1 1 1
b l ly1 g A l BL s A*. Therefore a g A* and, similarly, b g B*, hence1 2 1
G* s A*B*. Since a g A*, G* s A*L and, similarly, G* s B*L.1
 .ii Suppose A l L is maximal in L and A* - M F G*. Since
G* s A*L F ML F G*, we have A*L s ML. Hence A*rA* l L (
MrM l L, and so A l L s A* l L - M l L, whence L F M. Hence
y q .A*max G*, and by Lemma 1 i , it follows that A*max G*.
COROLLARY 3. If G s AB is a core-free factorization, then G* has a
q  qmax factorization with factors containing A* and B*. This max factoriza-
w x .tion is gi¨ en by 10 .
Proof. Choose maxy subgroups Aq, Bq of G* containing A*, B*,
respectively. Then G* s AqBq and, as G* s A*L s AqL, we have
q q q qA max G* by Lemma 1. Similarly, B max G*.
y  q .DEFINITION. Suppose A max G so that A max AL by Lemma 1 . If
A l L is nonmaximal in L, we call A a no¨el maximal subgroup of AL, or
 w xa no¨elty in AL. These terms were originally introduced in 13 ; in fact,
w xour definition differs slightly from that in 13 , but is convenient for our
.purposes.
COROLLARY 4. Suppose G s AB with A, B maxyG. Then with the
q notation of Lemma 2, either G* s A*B* is a max factorization, or A or
.  .B is a no¨elty in AL or BL .
LEMMA 5. Let G s AB with A, B maxy G. Suppose that A l L is
 .maximal in L and also LN A l L s Aut L. Then G* s A*B* is aAut L
maxq factorization.
 .  .Proof. By hypothesis, LN A l G s G; moreover, A s N A l L ,G G
y  .since A max G and L Fu N A l L . Hence G s AL. Therefore G* s BLG
q q  .and so B s B*max G*. Also A* max G* by Lemma 2 ii .
 .DEFINITION. If X is maximal in L and LN X s Aut L, we call XAut L
a full subgroup of L.
We now consider the various possibilities for the simple group L.
Suppose that G s AB with A, B maxy G, and let G*, A*, B* be as in
Lemma 2. Assume that the factorization G* s A*B* is not a maxq
 .factorization. We aim to show that L, A l L, B l L are as in Table I.
By Corollary 4, A or B is a novelty in AL or BL, respectively; and by
Lemma 5, neither A l L nor B l L is a full subgroup of L.
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If L is an exceptional group of Lie type, all factorizations are given by
w x4 , and we see that no factors are novel maximal subgroups, contrary to
the fact that A or B is a novelty.
Now let L s A , an alternating group. If n s 6, the conclusion followsn
w xfrom 2, p. 4 . Otherwise, G s A or S , and the factorization G s AB isn n
w xgiven by 10, Theorem D and Remark 2 following it. It follows that one
 w x.factor, say A, contains a 3-cycle. A classical result of Jordan see 12, 13.3
implies that if A is primitive then A is A or S , which is not the case.n n
 .Hence A is either an intransitive maximal subgroup S = S l G, ork nyk
 .  .an imprimitive maximal subgroup S wr S l G ab s n . In both casesa b
A l L is a full subgroup, which is a contradiction.
Next suppose L is a sporadic group. Note that Aut L s L or L.2. By
Corollary 3, either L or Aut L possesses a maxq factorization, so L is one
w xof the 12 groups in 10, Table 6 . Since A l L or B l L is a novelty,
Out L / 1 and, hence, L is one of M , M , J , HS, He, Suz, and Fi ,12 22 2 22
and G s Aut L s L.2. The maximal subgroups of L and Aut L are given
w x  w xin 2 actually this is not claimed in 2 for Fi , but the list given there is22
w x.in fact complete, by 8 . When L s M , J , or Suz, there are no22 2
< < novelties. When L s He or Fi , if A is divisible by 17 or 11 respec-22
.tively , then A l L is full. And when L s HS, the only novelty is A s
1q2 w 5 x5 . 2 . As B l L is not full, B s M ; but then 7 does not divide11
< < < <A B .
Finally, let L s M . Then G s M .2 s AB with, say, A a novelty;12 12
 . 1q2hence A is one of L 11 .2, S , and 3 .D . As B is not full, it is M ,2 5 8 11
 .  .M . 2, or M . S ; also B - L, hence L s A l L B. If A s L 11 . 210 9 3 2
then A l L is contained in subgroups M of both classes in L, and11
L / M B for one of these. If A s 31q2.D then B s M and L s11 8 11
 .A l L B, and the same argument applies. Now consider A s S . Then5
 .B s M and A l L s A lies in a maximal subgroup X s L 11 of L. It11 5 2
is well known that X is transitive in the natural action of M of degree12
12, with point-stabilizer P s 11.5. Then A l L is also transitive. There-
fore we have an example in Table I here.
We come now to the main case, that in which L is a classical group. Let
 .L be a classical simple group with natural projective module V of
 .2dimension n over F over F if L is unitary , and let G be a group withq q
w xsocle L. We apply the well-known result of Aschbacher 1 on subgroups of
G. Aschbacher defines various families C , CX , C , . . . , C of geometric1 1 2 8
subgroups, and a family S of almost simple subgroups, absolutely irre-
ducible on V; he proves that every core-free subgroup of G either lies in a
geometric subgroup, or is in the family S . Actually there is one case not
w x q .covered by 1 }that in which L s PV q and G contains a triality8
w x .automorphism of L; this case is covered by 5 . Observe that by Asch-
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bacher's theorem, since A, B maxy G, both A and B lie in C j S , where
C is the set of all geometric subgroups. For further discussion of geometric
w xsubgroups, see 10, 2.2.5 .
w xOur proof now follows closely some of the arguments in 10 . We divide
the analysis into three parts:
 .1 the case where A and B are both geometric subgroups and the
dimension n is not too small;
 .2 the case where A g S and n is not too small; and
 .3 the remaining cases in small dimensions.
w x eWe use the notation of 10, Section 2 . In particular, P , N , N denotei i i
the stabilizers of i-subspaces of V which are respectively totally singular,
nondegenerate, and nondegenerate with perpendicular space of type Oe
 .the latter only when G is orthogonal . Also q denotes a primitive primei
i  i jdivisor of q y 1 that is, a prime dividing q y 1 but not dividing q y 1
. Ufor 1 F j - i ; and q denotes the product of all such primes, countingi
mutiplicities.
 .Case 1 . Assume that A and B are both geometric, and also that the
w x dimension n satisfies the lower bounds of 10, Table 3A, p. 43 . For
 . .instance, if L s L q , then n G 5, and n G 8 if q s 2. We know thatn
either A or B is a novel maximal subgroup of AL or BL. For n G 13, all
w x w xsuch novelties are listed in 7, Table 3.5H . Inspection of 6, Chap. 5 shows
 w x.that for n F 12 and n as in 10, Table 3A , the novelties are the same as
w x  .in 7, Table 3.5H , except when L s U 3 . The same observation applies4
to the statements about maximality in L of geometric subgroups in Tables
w x  .3.5A]3.5F of 7 . Thus we exclude U 3 from consideration in this case4
 .and handle it in Case 3 below. Note also that three of the novelty entries
w x  win 7, Table 3.5H do not in fact lead to maximal subgroups see 7, bottom
x.of p. 68 .
w xObserve that there are no novelty entries in 7, Table 3.5H when L is
 .  .  .  . e  . PSp q , U q or PV q . Hence L is L q or PV q . In the2 m n 2 mq1 n 2 m
w x y . .latter case, by 10, Table 3A , either m G 5 or L s PV q with q ) 2.8
 . < <Assume first that L s L q . Take A to be divisible by the primitiven
w xprime divisor q . Then A g C j C j C by 10, 2.5 . All the novelties lien 3 6 8
in CX , and hence B g CX. The subgroups in C of order divisible by q1 1 ny1
w x are given by 10, 2.5 , and A cannot be one of them note that A is not of
 n. < < < < < <. < <type GL q .n, as if it were, G would not divide A B . Hence B is1
 .divisible by q , so B s stab V [ V , the stabilizer of a pair ofny1 1 ny1
complementary subspaces V , V of dimensions 1, n y 1, respectively. As1 ny1
w x  .  .  2 .in 10, 3.1.2 we conclude that A is of type PSp q n even or GL q .2n n r2
 .  w x.q s 2 or 4 . The latter subgroups are full see 7, 4.3.6 . However, when
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 .  .A is of type PSp q , examples in Table I arise if and only if q y 1, nr2n
w x  ./ 1: for by 7, 4.8.3 , q y 1, nr2 s c is the number of L-classes of
 .  .subgroups PSp q , and the action of Aut L on these classes is p c , asn 1
w xdescribed in 7, p. 76 . If c s 1 then A is full. Conversely, if c / 1 then
there is an element dt g Aut L, with d a diagonal automorphism and t a
graph automorphism, such that dt normalizes B but does not fix the
L-class of A. Hence examples in Table I of the theorem arise here.
y  . < < w xNow let L s PV q . Take q to divide A . By 10, 2.5 , we have2 m 2 m
w xA g C . But then A l L is full, by 7, Table 3.5F .3
 . q  .To complete Case 1 , consider L s PV q with m G 5. Let q2 m 2 my2
< < w xdivide A . Then by 10, 2.5 , A g C j C j C . Suppose that A g C ;1 3 6 1
y y w xthen A is N or N . The subgroup N is full 7, Table 3.5E , so A s N ;1 2 2 1
 .also q is odd otherwise A is full . Then B l L must be a novelty, so from
w x7, Table 3.5H we see that B g C j C j C . If B g C then B is the1 2 4 1
stabilizer of a subspace W, which is either nonsingular or totally singular.
Unless W is a totally singular m-space, W or W H contains nonsingular
1-spaces, so G / AB; and when W is a totally singular m-space, B is not a
< <  m . novelty. If B g C , then the fact that G : A s t q y 1 where t s 1 or2
. < <  .1r2 divides B forces B to be of type GL q .2, stabilizing a pair ofm
complementary totally singular m-spaces; and m is odd as B is a novelty.
 :  : UIf we call these spaces e , . . . , e and f , . . . , f , and l g F is a1 m 1 m q
nonsquare, then the element t sending e ª l f , f ª e for all i, normal-i i i i
 .  :.izes B l L s GL q but not A l L s stab e q f , hence giving anm 1 1
q .  .example in Table I. Finally, if B g C then B is of type O q m O q4 4 m r2
 w x. < < < <see 7, Table 3.5H , and B is not divisible by G : A .
w xNow suppose A g C . The first paragraph of 10, 3.6.3 forces A to be3
 . < < U U Uof type GU q .2. Then B is divisible by q , q , and q , andm 2 my4 my1 my3
w x qfrom 7, Table 3.5H we see that B s N with q s 3. But then G / AB2
w  .xby the first paragraph of 10, 3.5.2 c .
w xFinally, no factorizations arise when A g C , by 10, 3.6.4 .6
 .Case 2 . In this case assume that A g S and the dimension n satisfies
w xthe lower bounds of 10, Table 4A, p. 72 . Recall that G* s A*B* and
 . qG* s A*L s B*L Lemma 2 . Certainly A* g S . Choose a subgroup B
q q q w xof G* such that B max G* and B* F B . The proof of 10, 4.1.1 shows
q X   "  ..4 that B and B lie in C j C j N O q where in the last case1 1 2 m
 . . w xL s Sp q with q even . The arguments of 10, Chap. 4 determine all2 m
factorziations of G* as a product of maximal subgroups, with one factor in
w x qS . The list is given in 10, 4.7 : each gives a max factorization of L, and
 . q  .  e.   e.. ythe list is U 2 s Suz N , V 2 s Co N , V 3 s N PSp 3 N ,12 1 24 1 1 13 6 1
q  .   ..  e.  e. yPV q s N V q N , and V 3 s F 3 N . In fact the arguments16 9 1 25 4 1
w xof 10, Chap. 4 do not use the maximality of the factor in S , and so we
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conclude that our factorization G* s A*Bq arises from one in this list.
q w x qThen A* max G* by 10, 4.7 , and hence B* - B and B is a novelty.
w x q  . qFrom 7, Table 3.5H we see that this forces L s PV 3 , B s N , and16 1
q < < < <B* s N . But then neither A* not B* is divisible by the primitive prime2
divisor 3 , so G* / A*B*.14
 .Case 3 . In this last case, we complete the proof of the theorem by
handling the low-dimensional groups L, as listed in Cases 5.1 and 5.2 in
w x   .10, p. 90 . We include L s U 3 with Case 5.1, in view of its earlier4
.exclusion in this proof. The subgroups of L which lie in S are listed in
w xthe various subcases in 10, Chap. 5 , and the arguments follow closely
w xthose of 10, Chap. 5 .
w x  .  .We begin with the list 5.1 of 10 . First let L s L q q / 4, 5, 9 .2
Assume A is a novelty. If q ) 11 then this forces A l L s A . As B l L4
is not full, it must be A or A . Then clearly G / AB. For q F 11 the4 5
w xresult is easily obtained using 2 .
 .  . < <Next let L s L q q / 2 . Assume q / 4. If q divides A then3 3
 3.  1r2 .  .  .A g C of type GL q , U q , or A g S with socle L 7 q G 11 . In1 3 2
 w x.the first case, A l L is full see 6, Chap. 5 ; and the second and third
w  .xcases are excluded by the arithmetic arguments in 10, 5.1.2 b, c . Thus
w x < <  .q s 4. We refer to 2, p. 23 . If 7 divides A then A l L is either L 7 or2
 .7.3. In the latter case, G contains PGL 4 and B must be P or P , giving3 1 2
 . qa maximal factorization of PGL 4 ; hence G* s A*B* is a max factor-3
 . Xization in this case. If A l L s L 7 then B l L must be A g C ; the2 5 1
fact that G* s A*L implies that G* G L.22. However, L.22 does not
  . . .  w  .x.factorize as PGL 7 = 2 S = 2 see 10, 5.1.2 c .2 5
 .  . < < w xNow let L s L q q / 2 . Take q to divide A . As in 10, 5.1.3 , this4 4
 2 .  . y .  .means that either A g C of type GL q , PSp q , PV q q odd or2 4 4
4  .  .2 .Sp 2 , or A g S and A has socle A or U 2 . In the first case A l L4 7 4
w x  . < <is full 6, Chap. 5 . If A is of type PSp q then B is divisible by4
2 3 .  . Xq q y 1 r 4, q y 1 , so B g C j C j C or B g S and B has socle1 1 5
 . w  .xA or L 7 . When B g C we have q s 4 and G / AB as in 10, 5.1.3 b .7 2 5
When B g C j CX we must in fact have B g CX as B is a novelty, giving1 1 1
 .  .examples in Table I as in Case 1 . And when B has socle A or L 7 we7 2
have qU s 7, so q s 4; but a condition for these groups to lie in S is that3
y . 4  .q s p. The remaining cases where A has type PV q , 2 . Sp 2 , A , or4 4 7
 . w  .xU 2 are handled as in 10, 5.1.3 c, d, e .4
 .  . w xFor the cases L s L 2 d s 5, 6, 7 , the arguments of 10, 5.1.4]5.1.6d
force one of the factors A l L, B l L to be full.
 .  .Next consider L s PSp q q ) 2 . First assume q is odd, and let q4 4
< <  2 . 4divide A . Then either A g C of type L q .2 or 2 . A , or A g S with2 5
w xsocle A or A . In the first case A l L is full 6, Chap. 5 . In the other6 7
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w x  .cases, the argument of 10, 5.1.7 third paragraph implies that q s 3 and
A l L s 24. A , which is full. Now suppose q is even. Again let q divide5 4
< < w x  2 . y .A . Using 1, Section 14 , we see that A is of type L q .2, O q , or2 4
y 2 .  .O q .2, or A l L s Sz q . In the last case, A l L is full. In the first2
< < < <two cases, B must be a novelty, and also B is divisible by L: A l L s
2 2 .  1r2 . wq q y 1 r2, which forces B l L s Sp q ; but this is full 6, Chap.4
x. y 2 . < <5 . This leaves the case where A is of type O q . 2. Here B is divisible2
< < 4 2 .2 q .by L: A l L s q q y 1 r4, forcing q s 4 and B of type O 4 or4
 .  .Sp 4 wr S ; the only possible factorization G s AB here is Sp 4 ? 4 s2 2 4
 .  .  .. 2 . w xAB s 17.16 L 4 = L 4 .2 with A l B s 1. But from 2, pp. 44, 45 ,2 2
we see that a 16 A-element in A has eighth power a 2C-element in L, and
B also contains a 2C-element of L.
 .  .If L s Sp 2 or Sp 2 , then L has no outer automorphisms, so we do6 8
not need to consider these cases.
 . w x.Now let L s U q . When q s 3 there are no novelties 2, p. 14 , so3
< <  3.q ) 3. Let q divide A , so that either A is of type GU q .3, or A g S6 1
 .  . < < < <with socle L 7 or A q s 5 . The fact that G : A divides B then forces2 7
B s P , which is full.1
 . w x < <When L s U 3 , we see from 2, p. 52 that if B is a novelty then A4
must be divisible by 34 ? 7. But there is no such subgroup A.
 . w xFor L s U 2 there are no novelties 2, p. 73 .5
 . < <Now consider L s U 2 , and let 11 divide A . Then A l L s N or6 1
 w x.M see 2, p. 115 . As N is full, A l L s M . This means that B must22 1 22
4  . < <be a novelty, whence B l L s 3 .S or L 8 .3; but then G does not6 2
< < < <divide A B .
 .  . wNext consider L s V q q odd . If q s 3, there are no novelties 2, p.7
x w x109 , so q G 5. All subgroups in C are full 6, Chap. 5 , so A, B f C . If1 1
 . < < 3 4 .A l L s G q , then L: A l L s q q y 1 r2, which forces B g C , a2 1
 .contradiction. So we may assume that neither A l L nor B l L is G q .2
< <  6 .Take q to divide A . Then either A l L is N 2 . A or A g S . Since6 L 7
< < 8 < <q ) 3, A F q, and hence q divides B , forcing B g C , which is not so.p 1
w x q .To complete the cases under 5.1 of 10 , we now handle L s PV q .8
First assume that q s 2. The maximal subgroups of groups with socle L
w x  2 .can be found in 2, p. 85 . We can take it that A is a novelty. If A s N 5
< < 8 5then B is divisible by 2 ? 3 ? 7; but there is no such subgroup B. For the
< < 2 < <othe possibilities for A, A is not divisible by 5, and hence 5 divides B ,
 . 2 3 < <whence B l L s A = A .2 . Then 3 ? 7 divides A , hence A l L s5 5
 .   . .G 2 s U 3 .2 . Here G* F L.2 and there must be a factorization2 3
  . . .   .. . 2 .L.2 s G 2 = 2 S wr 2 or L s G 2 A = A .2 . In the first2 5 2 5 5
q .case, both factors contain a reflection of L.2 ( O 2 , so in any case we8
  .. . 2 .have L s G 2 A = A .2 , an exact factorization. Applying triality if2 5 5
  .. y . y .. 2 .necessary, this is L s G 2 V 2 = V 2 .2 , and hence L s2 4 4
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 y . y .. 2 .N V 2 = V 2 .2 . But the intersection of the two factors contains1 4 4
y .  .V 2 = V 2 , so arithmetic shows that this is not a factorization.4 3
w xNow suppose q ) 2. We refer to 5 for the maximal subgroups of all
< < automorphism groups of L. Let q divide A . Then A l L or its6
q ..preimage in V q is one of the following:8
V q , PGU q , Ny or an image under triality , N q q1 =GU q , .  .  .  .  . .7 3 2 L 3
G q , Vq 2 , 26 . A , 26 .S , 23.26 .L 2 , Sz 8 q s 5 , A q s 5 . .  .  .  .  .  .2 8 8 8 3 10
In the first three cases A is not a novelty, so B must be a novelty, of order
3 4 . w x q divisible by q q y 1 r2. Hence by 5 , q s 3 and B l L s N or an2
.  . yimage under triality . Also A l L must be V 3 or an image of N .7 2
 .  . . w xWhen A l L s V 3 , we have L s A l L B l L by 10, p. 14 , and7
 w x. ywe obtain an example in Table I see 2, p. 140 . And when A l L s N ,2
 q.tB l L must be N for some triality t , and hence B l L is of type2
 .GL 3 .2, fixing a pair of complementary totally singular 4-spaces. Then4
 .A l B contains a copy of SL 3 . Since G* s A*L s B*L, G* does not2
< < 12 < < < < < < < < < <involve a triality, and hence G* s 3 s A B ) A B r A l B3 3 3 3 3 3
< <s AB .3
We may now assume that neither A nor B is as in the first three cases
< <of the list above. If A is as in the fourth case, B is divisible by
9 4 .2  .2 2q q y 1 r q q 1 d , and there is no such subgroup B.
 . < < 6 4 .2 2Next consider A l L s G q . Here B is divisible by q q y 1 rd ,2
q .  . q . forcing q s 3 or 4 and B l L s V 2 when q s 3 or O 16 .2 when8 4
.q s 4 . Then case where q s 4 is eliminated by the argument given above
< < 6for the corresponding case when q s 2. Thus q s 3. Since A l L s 33
< < 5  .and B l L s 3 , G* must contain a group L.3, with A* l L.3 s G 33 2
q .= 3, B* l L.3 s V 2 .3. However, both these subgroups contain a trial-8
 . ity element of L.3 centralizing G 3 for B*, take an element centralizing2
 . . < <G 2 in B* . Hence A* l B* is divisible by 3, so G* / A*B*.2
q . 10 < <Now let A l L s V 2 . If q / 3 then q divides B , so B is parabolic.8
 2 . 3 . < <But then q q 1 q q 1 must divide A , which is impossible. Hence
7 < <q s 3 and 3 ? 13 divides B . Moreover, B is a novelty, and not one of the
 4subgroups already considered; hence B s P with i, j g 1, 3, 4 . We knowi j
w x q . w xfrom 10, Lemma E, p. 108 that L s V 2 P . From 2, p. 140 we see8 i j
that examples in Table I arise here.
Consider next A l L s 26. A or 26.S . As in the previous case, q s 3;8 8
10 < <  4hence 3 ? 5 ? 13 divides B . It follows that B s P with i g 1, 3, 4 . Wei
 . w xhave L s A l L P for two choices of i 10, Lemma F, p. 108 . Againi
 w x.examples in Table I arise see 2, p. 140 .
3 6  . 11 2 < <Now let A l L s 2 .2 .L 2 . Then q s 3 and 3 ? 5 ? 13 divides B .3
There is no such subgroup B.
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 . 10 < <Finally, let A l L s Sz 8 or A with q s 5. Then 5 divides B ;10
 2 . 3 . < <hence B is parabolic. But this forces 5 q 1 5 q 1 to divide A , which
is not the case. The proof of the theorem is now complete for the cases
w xunder 5.1 of 10 .
w xFinally, the arguments given in 10 for the cases under 5.2 there do not
use the maximality of the S-group A, and each factorization arising in
that section has one factor which is full. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
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